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Station Par on Laparan Island. Note builders
on observing platform at top of tower for scale.
Location: Philippine Islands, Laparan Island
Photo Date: 1927
Photographer: Lieutenant (j.g.) Leonard Johnson, USC&GS

major impediment to observing angles of large-area triangulation
schemes was the curvature of the Earth. Assuming flat ground and
an instrument height of 6 feet, the surveyor’s world was constrained
within a circle with a radius of approximately 3 statute miles.
This was unacceptable, and a variety of methods were devised to
defeat the curvature of the earth. The first, and most obvious method, was to conduct
observations from topographic highs. In flat country, this was supplemented by
building towers of various sorts or observing from or to pre-existing structures. The
Great Trigonometric Survey of India constructed many robust masonry towers for
supporting surveyor and instruments, some of which had separation between an
instrument stand and the observer’s platform. Some of these towers still exist today.
Roughly concurrent with the Indian Survey, the United States Coast Survey
began running a chain of triangles down the East Coast of the United States. Both
labor and materials were relatively more expensive in the United States than on the
Indian sub-continent so masonry towers were out of the question. Edmund Blunt,
in charge of carrying a triangulation scheme through the Delaware marshes in 1845,
hit upon the idea of constructing wooden towers within towers to attain the desired
intervisibility between stations of the primary and secondary triangulation schemes.
The inner tower supported the instrument and the outer tower supported the
observer. His highest towers were 45 feet high. Such towers were used sporadically
in the years before the Civil War. During the war, the Army Signal Service built
several towers that were over 100-feet high. This seems to have been the inspiration
for the Coast Survey to use ever higher towers, particularly after it began the 39th
Parallel Survey. One of the highest towers during this period was built at Station
Green in Indiana, a 152-foot effort. However, this was dwarfed by the largest wooden
tower ever constructed by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. This was built on Bugsuk
Island in the southern Philippine Islands. It was a 235-foot behemoth constructed
entirely of native timber cut on location. However, the days of the wooden towers
were coming to an end as in 1927 Jasper Bilby and the Aeromotor Corporation
developed portable steel survey towers that became known as Bilby towers. These
graced the American landscape for over fifty years until the advent of GPS. ◾
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A 50-foot pole tower at Station Yeso
Location: New Mexico
Credit: Family of Robert Lovett, Geodetic Crew CPS-98

Wooden tower within a tower. Outer tower
supports personnel—inner tower supports
instrument. First devised by Assistant
Edmund Blunt to see over marshes in
Delaware Bay area in 1845.

Station Green, Indiana. Instrument height is
152 feet above ground. 39th Parallel Survey.
Triangulation party of George A. Fairfield.
Jennings County, Indiana. 1890.
Credit: NOAA, John Hayford Album.

Wooden tower as seen from a nearby water
tank. Bilby steel towers were not available to
every triangulation party in the early 1930’s.
Location: Arizona
Photographer: Mr. Floyd Risvold, USC&GS
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